
Business Support Services 
better services.  better options.

Discover the value of more support. 
Achieving new heights in your business is no easy feat. You have to manage the deadlines and paperwork of 
every transaction, provide clients with exceptional service, and stay connected to your sphere. You might feel 
like there’s not enough time in the day. 

That’s why PorchLight offers a full suite of Business Support Services. Designed to help you achieve greater 
balance in your life, our in-house teams handle all the details while giving you more time to focus on serving 
clients, increasing production, or even taking a day off to do what makes you happy. Our goal is to help you  
live your best life. We offer:

■ elite transaction services – Elevated assistance with a proactive approach. 
■ showings & errands – Request and receive help from your fellow agents. 
■ personal assistant – Flexible and reliable to meet your unique needs.

Here, you’ll get a full overview of all the services available to PorchLight Agents. Start by taking a look at  
our service recommendations based on where you are in your business. You can also learn about what each 
service has to offer, what other agents have to say about them, even get pricing so that you can choose the 
right fit for your business and budget. 

Expert support, a streamlined business and more revenue. With PorchLight, you can have it all.

p o r c h l i g h t  r e a l  e s t a t e  g r o u p



Profiles
LEVEL OF BUSINESS BUILDING AGENT SILVER GOLD

TRANSACTIONS 1-10 11-20 21-30

PRODUCTION Less than $5.99M $6M to $9.99M $10M to $19.99M

GCI Less than $168,000 $168,000 to $279,999 $280,000 to $559,999

AGENT PROFILE

To establish and grow your  
real estate business, you 
currently prefer to personally 
manage the details of your 
transactions and communicate 
with your clients on an individual 
level. You’re able to take on 
most daily tasks without feeling 
overwhelmed and out 
of balance.

To keep your business growing 
consistently and provide a 
seamless client experience, 
you’re ready to hand off the 
management of systems and 
processes. By delegating 
repetitive transaction tasks, 
you can focus on creating more 
personal client connections and 
generating revenue.

To up-level your business  
and keep your mind in the 
“genius” zone, you want to 
delegate all tasks that don’t 
require your time and expertise. 
This will enable you to focus 
on building relationships and a 
referral pipeline without being 
bogged down by day-to-day 
transaction details.

Recommendations

TRANSACTION SERVICES
Essential* & Elite

✓ 
Essential

✓ 
Essential or Elite

✓ 
Elite

SHOWINGS & ERRANDS ✓

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
1/4-Time, 1/2-Time, Full-Time

✓ 
1/4-Time Assistant

TOTAL AVERAGE TIME  
SAVED PER WEEK    1-2 hours 6-8 hours 18-20 hours

*Essential Transaction Services are required of all PorchLight agents.

Agent Profiles &  
Service Recommendations





Profiles
LEVEL OF BUSINESS PLATINUM TITANIUM TITANIUM LUXE 

TRANSACTIONS 30+ 40+ 15+ 

PRODUCTION $20M to $29.99M $30M+ $30M+

GCI $560,000 to $839,999 $840,000+ $840,000+

AGENT PROFILE

To balance selling more and 
gaining back more hours in your 
life—while continuing to serve 
clients at the highest level— 
you need all of your systems  
and transactions managed for 
you. To sustain this production 
level and grow, you want to keep  
busy but don’t want to stress 
about the details.

To sell a higher volume of 
properties, it’s time for you to 
move beyond managing the 
minutiae of day-to-day business 
and focus more time and energy 
on sales. By delegating the 
majority of everyday tasks, you 
can regain time to set additional 
meetings with potential clients, 
and even enjoy a day off.

To sell high-end listings at a high 
volume, you need comprehensive 
support to manage your business. 
This will free up more time so 
that you can focus on the unique 
requirements of luxury sellers and 
their properties, such as special 
events and the premium listing 
services needed to close deals. 
Average $1.5 – $3.0M/property.

Recommendations

TRANSACTION SERVICES
Essential* & Elite

✓  
Elite

✓  
Elite

✓  
Elite

SHOWINGS & ERRANDS ✓ ✓ ✓

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
1/4-Time, 1/2-Time, Full-Time

✓  
1/4 or 1/2-Time Assistant

✓  
1/2 or Full-Time Assistant

✓  
1/2 or Full-Time Assistant

TOTAL AVERAGE TIME  
SAVED PER WEEK    20-32+ hours 31-53+ hours 27-49+ hours

Agent Profiles &  
Service Recommendations

*Essential Transaction Services are required of all PorchLight agents.





essential tc services 
(formerly Premium TC Services) 

All PorchLight agents have the support of Essential  
TC Services, which includes help from a licensed,  
in-house Transaction Coordinator (TC). 

•  Let us free up more time by letting us take care of 
document uploads, under-contract processing, title 
ordering, and more. 

•  Rest assured that we handle compliance to keep you  
safe, all while managing deadlines and calendars to  
keep things running smoothly. 

•  With all TCs managed by PorchLight, you’ll always  
have coverage, even if your dedicated TC decides  
to take time off.

elite tc services 
(formerly BA Services)

Increase your productivity with elevated, accessible, 
more proactive support—simply decide how you want 
transactions managed. Enjoy Essential TC Services, plus:

•  Advanced Listing Support: Elite TCs can prepare and 
send disclosures, get sellers started on collecting due 
diligence, order property social media graphics and 
postcards, and review the listing services calendar  
before sending it to a client.

•  Contract to Closing Support: Once an offer is accepted, 
we’ll review deadlines and manage next steps, provide 
disclosures, order and review the title commitment, even 
communicate with the lender or client. Every detail is 
handled seamlessly.

•  Buy-Side Support: We’ll ensure new buyers are added to 
your CRM and assist with agency documents. Later, we’ll 
manage contract deadlines, verify receipt of disclosures, 
HOA docs and due diligence, review the title commitment 
and collect inspection receipts. We can even assist with 
walkthrough and closing schedules.

•  On-the-Go Support: Elite TCs are just a call, text or email 
away if you need an amend, a closing or walkthrough 
scheduled, document created, Hub gift ordered, item 
added to an objection, or contract resent for signing.

Transaction Services

As your business grows, managing the details and  
complexities of each transaction can quickly take  
your time and focus away from clients and achieving  
your production goals. PorchLight’s Transaction  
Services offer the level of support you need to keep  
your business on track.

Review the supplemental  

piece comparing both Essential  

and Elite Transaction Services, 

including a full breakdown of  

what tasks are covered.



“When you have a team you trust managing things, you can focus on the parts 
of the job you love. For me, that’s connecting with clients. My production has 
gone up year over year, and I am actively growing my business without feeling 
overwhelmed. With the help of PorchLight, I can enjoy the ride, instead of the 
balancing act of doing it all on my own.”

— Shaylisa Turner, Senior Broker Associate, REALTOR®

transaction services

available  
services*

commission plan

partner/related team/executive umbrella

e s s e n t i a l
transaction services

$350/transaction INCLUDED

e l i t e
transaction services

$500/transaction** $300/transaction

*All services require a one-year commitment (agents can level up to a higher level of service at any time but cannot decrease transaction service level  
until their next commission anniversary date).  
**Must have LTM production of at least $5M to qualify for Elite TC Services.



• Showing a house

• Putting on a lockbox

• Delivering or putting up marketing materials 

• Delivering earnest money checks

• Sitting for inspections

• Doing a final walkthrough with a client

Showings & Errands

As part of our collaborative culture, all PorchLight agents can take advantage of our Showing & Errands  
Service, a fee-based program where you can request help with real estate tasks—and fellow agents can  
take on the assignment. This is a great way to get assistance without the expense of full-time help! 

For $50 per hour (one hour minimum) billed to the nearest half hour, real estate related services  
you may request include: 

examples of showings & errands in action

sitting at inspection: A Requesting Agent needs someone to meet with a buyer for a home 
inspection. The clock starts when the Fulfilling Agent arrives, and the inspection takes two hours  
and 20 minutes to complete. Rounded to the nearest half hour, so two hours and 30 minutes,  
the total here is $125.

showing help: A Requesting Agent needs someone to show two properties to a client at  
5pm. The clock starts when the Fulfilling Agent meets the client at 5pm and both showings  
end at 5:45pm. With a minimum time of one hour, the total for this request comes to $50.

showings & errands

billing options cost

minimum one hour $50

each additional hour rounded  
to the nearest half hour 1.5 hours: $75  2.0 hours: $100 2.5 hours: $125

Hours shown are for illustrative purposes only. There is no limit to the number of hours agents may request.

Getting help is as easy as posting your requests to the  
Showings & Errands service group on Workplace.



 Jake Singleton

Can anyone show 2 houses today @ 4:45 and 5:15? The first  
one is in Confluence Park and the second one is in Berkeley. 
Sorry for the last minute...I am in Cleveland and my client just  
let me know. Thanks! 

 Scott Stang

Is anyone available to pick up and deliver marketing materials 
for my new listing at 2933 S Vrain? Anytime tomorrow would be 
great. Just let me know and I’ll get you the details. Thanks!

Stevane McKay
I can!

Denise Damian
I can do it for you!

Jake Singleton
You’re awesome, thank you so much. I will 
send you the showing instructions. My clients 
are great.

Scott Stang
Thank you Denise! I’ll shoot you an email.

Stevane McKay
Sounds good! 

Denise Damian
Sounds good Scott! 



Personal Assistant Pilot Program

Focus on client relationships and revenue growth while big  
and little tasks are handled for you. Available in various time 
increments depending on your needs, all personal assistants  
are hired, trained and compensated by PorchLight. No need  
to manage an employee on your own.

*If the assistant is appropriately licensed/certified. 

what can a personal assistant do for you?

•  Seamlessly coordinate transactions with your TC

•  Manage non-PorchLight systems—Homebot, Zillow, etc. 

•  Manage your calendar—set showings, schedule  
inspections and walkthroughs, etc.

•  Set up listing and buyer consultations and order  
collateral as needed 

•  Prepare contracts*

•  Plan and coordinate events

•  Take clients to showings* 

•  Coordinate and manage special mailings  
and deliveries of Generators, plus closing,  
seasonal and special occasion gifts outside 
PorchLight services

•  Run personal/business errands

assistant hours and service expectations

quarter-time
10 HOURS PER WEEK

half-time
20 HOURS PER WEEK

full-time
40 HOURS PER WEEK

PA will support up to three  
other PL agents

PA will support one  
other PL agent 

PA will only support  
a single agent 

Response time is up to two hours  
during business hours

Response time is one hour  
during business hours

Provides you with maximum  
availability and flexibility

AND MUCH MORE! It’s flexible, customizable and completely up to you.



the in-house assistant advantage

By creating a shared resource, PorchLight is able to attract top talent  
that you might not be able to hire on your own. And our ability to hire, 
train, and competitively compensate assistants ensures a higher level  
of retention so that you don’t miss a beat if a Personal Assistant were  
to leave. We provide the consistent, reliable service you need to thrive  
as an agent. 

hiring the right people

PorchLight will craft and place ads on all the top job sites, carefully  
sort through resumes, and bring in only the best candidates for an 
intensive interview. Those we hire will be enthusiastic, self-directed, 
detail-oriented, creative at problem-solving, and based in your  
market area.

how we serve you

•  Assistants will be trained on all systems and processes

•  All payroll and benefits will be managed by PorchLight

•  We will set and maintain standards and expectations

•  Our program can easily be scaled based on demand

personal assistant program

available options cost number of hours

quarter-time assistant $1,688/Month + .75% GCI 10 HOURS/WEEK

half-time assistant $3,335/Month + 1% GCI 20 HOURS/WEEK

full-time assistant $6,670/Month + 1.25% GCI 40 HOURS/WEEK
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Your Plan with PorchLight

Select Your Options Below ✓

TRANSACTION SERVICES

Must Select One

Essential TC  UMBRELLA AGENTS
Included  ALL OTHER AGENTS

$350/transaction

Elite TC  UMBRELLA AGENTS
$300/transaction  ALL OTHER AGENTS

$500/transaction

SHOWINGS & ERRANDS

Optional 
Available Anytime  

By Request
Starting at $50 per hour

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Optional – Select One

Quarter-Time (10 hours)  $1,688/month + .75% GCI

Half-Time (20 hours)  $3,335/month + 1% GCI

Full-Time (40 hours)  $6,670/month + 1.25% GCI


